Stem cell research policies: who's afraid of complicity?
Countries that oppose embryo destruction for research purposes can forbid the production of human embryonic stem cell lines on their territory, but these cell lines are nevertheless produced abroad. Therefore, these countries also need to determine if their position on embryo destruction allows them to import and use existing stem cell lines. It is claimed that those who genuinely believe that stem cell derivation is wrong should avoid contributing to it, benefiting from it or even tolerating it when it takes place elsewhere. If not, they become complicit to an act they claim to oppose, which is hypocritical. Rather than arguing that compromise positions are flawed because they do not avoid complicity, we argue that the bar is set too high. When considering all the values that a country adheres to, a country cannot go to extremes in its opposition to human embryonic stem cell research. The illusion that it should (supported by both opponents and supporters of the research) leads to policies that impose disproportionate limitations on stem cell research in light of the other values that these restrictive countries stand for.